
From: Alperin-Sheriff, Jacob (Fed)
To: Moody, Dustin (Fed)
Subject: Re: formal evaluation of the two submissions
Date: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 3:53:36 PM
Attachments: PQC Submission Checklist_RLCE.doc

PQC Submission Checklist_RVB.doc

So assuming I’ve been thorough enough at checking submissions quality, I’ve finished both.
 
Basically I scanned through the code for violations (where the Roellgen submission is clearly in full-
fledged C++ for reasons not relying on the NTL, and the build script (if it works at all) requires some
external package, big  violations which I noted)
 
and then tested compilation (the Wang submissions doesn’t fully compile, but only because it needs
to link against the random_bytes that we’ve promised to provide [AFAIK we don’t have a version of
that yet I can put in to test stuff?]).
 
Is there anything else I should do for ensuring “ANSI C?” Our definition is basically a “I know it when I
see it one” after all …
 
 

From: "Moody, Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
Date: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 at 3:17 PM
To: "Alperin-Sheriff, Jacob (Fed)" <jacob.alperin-sheriff@nist.gov>
Subject: formal evaluation of the two submissions
 
Jacob,
     I’m going to be using a more formal checklist on checking that submissions are “complete and
proper”.  We’ll need it for the large number of submissions we might get.  I’ve done the more
“technical” part of the checklist.  I think it will probably fall more to you and Larry to check the
“optical data” part.  Since he’s really busy right now, would you mind taking a quick look at it for the
two submissions we’ve received so far?  I’ve attached the two checklists I’ve started, and if you could
just put X’s where appropriate in the Optical Media Checklist portion.   Let me know if you have any
questions.  Thanks!
 
Dustin
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PQC Candidate Submission Checklist


Submission ID: 2

Name of submitted algorithm: RLCE-KEM

Principal submitter’s name: Yongge Wang

Name(s) of auxiliary submitter(s): None

Date submission received: August 11, 2017

Date submission evaluated: August 16, 2017

Technical Evaluation Team: Dustin

Optical Media Evaluation Team: Jacob

Cover Sheet & IP Statements Evaluation Team: Dustin

Evaluator: Dustin

Submission complete and proper? [DM will fill in at the completion of all evaluations]

PQC Candidate Submission Checklist


__X__ Cover Sheet (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Algorithm Specifications and Supporting Documentation (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Does not incorporate major components believed to be insecure against quantum            computers

_X___ Provides at least one of: public-key encryption, key exchange, or digital signature 
(circle which one).  NOTE – if multiple functionalities are given in the same 
submission, a separate checklist should be completed for each functionality.


If Public-Key Encryption:



____ algorithms for key generation, encryption and decryption are given.  



____ if decryption failures are possible then the rate is given



____ the scheme supports encryption and decryption of messages containing 


symmetric keys of length at least 256 bits



If Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM):



__X__ algorithms for key generation, encapsulation and decapsulation are given



__X__ if decapsulation failures are possible then the rate is given


__X__ the scheme supports establishing shared keys of length at least 256 bits



If Digital Signature:



____ algorithms for key generation, signature, and verification are given



____ the scheme can supporting messages of length up to 2^63 bits 

__X__ Provides concrete values for parameters and settings required to achieve claimed 
security properties

__X__ Statement about Estimated Computational Efficiency and Memory Requirements for the NIST PQC Reference Platform (Intel x64 running Windows or Linux).  Similar statement about performance in hardware and software across a variety of platforms may also be provided (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Known Answer Tests (more details in the Optical Media Checklist to follow)


__X__ Statement of expected security strength of the algorithm, along with any supporting rationale (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Cryptanalysis with respect to known attacks and their complexity

__X__ Provide cryptanalysis on any known attacks and their results

__X__ Provide references to any published materials describing or analyzing the security of the submitted algorithm

 _X___ Provide copies of references, as well as applicable copyright release [encouraged]

_X___ Statement on the advantages and limitations of the algorithm, with supporting rationale

____ Optical Media (separate detailed checklist to follow)


__X__ Provided electronically in a zip file, or on a single CD-ROM, DVD, or USB flash 
drive (circle media type submitted), labelled with the name of submitter and 
cryptosystem

_X___ Reference Implementation in ANSI C

__X__ Optimized Implementations in ANSI C

_X___ Known Answer Tests


__X__ Supporting Documentation


__No__ Additional Implementations (optional)


__X__ Intellectual Property Statements / Agreements / Disclosures

__X__ Statement(s) signed by each Submitter


__X__ Statement(s) signed by all Patent (and Patent Application) Owner(s) (if applicable)


__X__ Statement(s) signed by all Reference/Optimized Implementations' Owner(s).


_X___ Submission package in English [Optional supporting materials in another language is acceptable]

__X__  Cover Sheet containing

____ Name of the submitted algorithm 


____ Principal submitter’s name, e-mail address, telephone, organization, and postal address

____ Name(s) of auxiliary submitter(s) 


____ Name of the algorithm inventor(s)/developer(s) 


____ Name of the owner, if any, of the algorithm (Normally expected to be the same as the submitter)


____ Signature of the submitter


____ (optional) Backup point of contact (with telephone, fax, postal address, e-mail address)


__X__ Algorithm Specifications and Supporting Documentation

*Note to reviewer: When checking the submissions for completeness, just check if the submitters have attempted to address the NIST-specified issues, at a minimum, and include the required documents and implementations. We don’t need to evaluate whether the security properties have been met or anything else that would take a lot of thought at this stage.

A complete written specification of the algorithm consisting of all necessary mathematical operations, equations, tables, diagrams, and parameters that are needed to implement the algorithm.


Must include:


· Design rationale


· Explanation of design decisions

· Algorithms for either public-key encryption, KEMs, or digital signatures

· Specify any padding mechanisms and/or any uses of NIST-approved crypto primitives needed.  If a non NIST-approved primitive is used, an explanation must be provided.


· An explanation of the provenance of any constants or tables used

May include:


Tunable security parameter(s)

If provided, the submission document must specify concrete values for each parameter, with justification. The submission should also provide several parameter sets that allow the selection of a range of possible security/performance tradeoffs, as well as an analysis of how the security and performance depend on these parameters.  Submitters are encouraged to give parameter sets with lower security levels to facilitate analysis.

__X__ Statement about Estimated Computational Efficiency and Memory Requirements on the NIST PQC Reference Platform (Intel x64 running Windows or Linux)

____ Estimates (memory requirements and speed) on NIST Reference Platform (64 bit)




Platform/processor used:




Clock speed:




Memory:




Operating system:




Gate count or estimated gate count (for hardware estimates)


Speed estimate.  At a minimum, the number of clock cycles (or milliseconds) 
required to: generate keys, encrypt, decrypt, encapsulate, decapsulate, sign, 
verify (as applicable to algorithm functionality)

Memory estimate.  The size of all inputs and outputs (e.g., keys, ciphertexts, 
signatures)

_X___ Statement on Expected Security Strength


*Note to reviewer: When checking the submissions for completeness, just check if the submitters have attempted to address the NIST-specified issues, at a minimum, and include the required documents and implementations. We don’t need to evaluate whether the security properties have been met or anything else that would take a lot of thought at this stage.

Must include:


· Statement of expected security strength

· Supporting rationale

· For each parameter set given, a security definition from 4.A.2 (IND-CCA2), 4.A.3 (IND-CPA), or 4.A.4 (EUF-CMA).  These must be given along with an estimated security strength according to the categories described in 4.A.5 (see below)

May include:

· Quantitative estimates for any additional security which are above and beyond the minimum security strength provided by the relevant security category.  At a minimum, this should include a claimed classical security strength.

· The statement should address additional attack scenarios (perfect forward secrecy, side-channel attacks, resistance to multi-key attacks, misuse-resistance).

Security Strength Categories

1) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for key search on a block cipher with a 128-bit key (e.g. AES128) 


2) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for collision search on a 256-bit hash function (e.g. SHA256/ SHA3-256) 


3) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for key search on a block cipher with a 192-bit key (e.g. AES192)

4) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for collision search on a 384-bit hash function (e.g. SHA384/ SHA3-384) 


5) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for key search on a block cipher with a 256-bit key (e.g. AES 256)

____ Optical Media

____ Reference Implementation in ANSI C 

____ Include comments, and stress clarity

____ Fully demonstrate operation of the proposed algorithm


____ Adheres to the NIST API


____ Separate source code included for required KATs


____ provided in directory labeled: Reference_Implementation

____ Optimized Implementations in ANSI C with comments

____ Demonstrate performance

____ Fully demonstrate operation of the proposed algorithm


____ Adheres to the NIST API


____ Separate source code included for required KATs


____ provided in directory labeled: Optimized_Implementation

____ Known Answer Tests (as specified in 2.B.3)

____ Provided in directory labeled: KAT

____ If random values are used, the KAT should specify a fixed value 
for input

____ Separate KATs should be provided to test ALL the different 
aspects of the algorithm (e.g., key generation, encryption, decryption, 
sign, verify, etc)


____ Each KAT shall be submitted electronically in separate files, 


____ Each file should have a header listing 1) Algorithm name, 2) test 
name, 3) description of the test, and 4) other parameters


____ The header listing should be followed by a set of tuples clearly 
labeled (Plaintext, PublicKey, RandomBits, Ciphertext, etc)


____ A set of KATs shall be included for each security strength


____ If the execution produces intermediate results that are informative, 
the submitter shall include known answers for these intermediate values 
for each security strength


____ If tables are used in the algorithm, a set of KAT vectors shall be 
included to make use of the table entries

____ Supporting Documentation

____ copies of all written materials in PDF

____ contained in directory labeled: Supporting_Documentation

____ Additional Implementations (optional)

____ Directories on the Optical Media

· \README  (plain text file with brief description of the other files)

· \Reference Implementation


· \Optimized_Implementation

· \KAT

· \Supporting Documentation


· \Additional Implementation (optional)

__X__ Optical media is free of viruses
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PQC Candidate Submission Checklist


Submission ID: 1

Name of submitted algorithm: RVB Algorithm

Principal submitter’s name: C.B. Roellgen 

Name(s) of auxiliary submitter(s): Dr. G. Brands

Date submission received: July 11, 2017

Date submission evaluated: July 19, 2017

Technical Evaluation Team: Dustin

Optical Media Evaluation Team: Jacob

Cover Sheet & IP Statements Evaluation Team: Dustin

Evaluator: Dustin

Submission complete and proper? [DM will fill in at the completion of all evaluations]

PQC Candidate Submission Checklist


__X__ Cover Sheet (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Algorithm Specifications and Supporting Documentation (separate checklist to follow)


__?__ Does not incorporate major components believed to be insecure against quantum            computers

__X__ Provides at least one of: public-key encryption, key exchange, or digital signature 
(circle which one).  NOTE – if multiple functionalities are given in the same 
submission, a separate checklist should be completed for each functionality.


If Public-Key Encryption:



____ algorithms for key generation, encryption and decryption are given.  



____ if decryption failures are possible then the rate is given



____ the scheme supports encryption and decryption of messages containing 


symmetric keys of length at least 256 bits



If Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM):



__Sorta__ algorithms for key generation, encapsulation and decapsulation are given



__NA__ if decapsulation failures are possible then the rate is given


__X__ the scheme supports establishing shared keys of length at least 256 bits



If Digital Signature:



____ algorithms for key generation, signature, and verification are given



____ the scheme can supporting messages of length up to 2^63 bits 

__X__ Provides concrete values for parameters and settings required to achieve claimed 
security properties

__X__ Statement about Estimated Computational Efficiency and Memory Requirements for the NIST PQC Reference Platform (Intel x64 running Windows or Linux).  Similar statement about performance in hardware and software across a variety of platforms may also be provided (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Known Answer Tests (more details in the Optical Media Checklist to follow)


_X__ Statement of expected security strength of the algorithm, along with any supporting rationale (separate checklist to follow)


__X__ Cryptanalysis with respect to known attacks and their complexity

__X__ Provide cryptanalysis on any known attacks and their results

__X__ Provide references to any published materials describing or analyzing the security of the submitted algorithm

 ____ Provide copies of references, as well as applicable copyright release [encouraged]

__X__ Statement on the advantages and limitations of the algorithm, with supporting rationale

____ Optical Media (separate detailed checklist to follow)


__X__ Provided electronically in a zip file, or on a single CD-ROM, DVD, or USB flash 
drive (circle media type submitted), labelled with the name of submitter and 
cryptosystem

__NO, C++ is used and for reasons not having to do with NTL, __ Reference Implementation in ANSI C

__NO, C++ is used and for reasons not having to do with NTL __ Optimized Implementations in ANSI C

__YES but in PDF form which should be changed__ Known Answer Tests


__X__ Supporting Documentation


__NO__ Additional Implementations (optional)


_X___ Intellectual Property Statements / Agreements / Disclosures

__X__ Statement(s) signed by each Submitter


__X__ Statement(s) signed by all Patent (and Patent Application) Owner(s) (if applicable)


__X__ Statement(s) signed by all Reference/Optimized Implementations' Owner(s).


__X__ Submission package in English [Optional supporting materials in another language is acceptable]

__X__  Cover Sheet containing

____ Name of the submitted algorithm 


____ Principal submitter’s name, e-mail address, telephone, organization, and postal address

____ Name(s) of auxiliary submitter(s) 


____ Name of the algorithm inventor(s)/developer(s) 


____ Name of the owner, if any, of the algorithm (Normally expected to be the same as the submitter)


____ Signature of the submitter


____ (optional) Backup point of contact (with telephone, fax, postal address, e-mail address)


__X__ Algorithm Specifications and Supporting Documentation

*Note to reviewer: When checking the submissions for completeness, just check if the submitters have attempted to address the NIST-specified issues, at a minimum, and include the required documents and implementations. We don’t need to evaluate whether the security properties have been met or anything else that would take a lot of thought at this stage.

A complete written specification of the algorithm consisting of all necessary mathematical operations, equations, tables, diagrams, and parameters that are needed to implement the algorithm.


Must include:


· Design rationale


· Explanation of design decisions

· Algorithms for either public-key encryption, KEMs, or digital signatures

· Specify any padding mechanisms and/or any uses of NIST-approved crypto primitives needed.  If a non NIST-approved primitive is used, an explanation must be provided.


· An explanation of the provenance of any constants or tables used

May include:


Tunable security parameter(s)

If provided, the submission document must specify concrete values for each parameter, with justification. The submission should also provide several parameter sets that allow the selection of a range of possible security/performance tradeoffs, as well as an analysis of how the security and performance depend on these parameters.  Submitters are encouraged to give parameter sets with lower security levels to facilitate analysis.

__X__ Statement about Estimated Computational Efficiency and Memory Requirements on the NIST PQC Reference Platform (Intel x64 running Windows or Linux)

____ Estimates (memory requirements and speed) on NIST Reference Platform (64 bit)




Platform/processor used:




Clock speed:




Memory:




Operating system:




Gate count or estimated gate count (for hardware estimates)


Speed estimate.  At a minimum, the number of clock cycles (or milliseconds) 
required to: generate keys, encrypt, decrypt, encapsulate, decapsulate, sign, 
verify (as applicable to algorithm functionality)

Memory estimate.  The size of all inputs and outputs (e.g., keys, ciphertexts, 
signatures)

__X__ Statement on Expected Security Strength


*Note to reviewer: When checking the submissions for completeness, just check if the submitters have attempted to address the NIST-specified issues, at a minimum, and include the required documents and implementations. We don’t need to evaluate whether the security properties have been met or anything else that would take a lot of thought at this stage.

Must include:


· Statement of expected security strength

· Supporting rationale

· For each parameter set given, a security definition from 4.A.2 (IND-CCA2), 4.A.3 (IND-CPA), or 4.A.4 (EUF-CMA).  These must be given along with an estimated security strength according to the categories described in 4.A.5 (see below)

May include:

· Quantitative estimates for any additional security which are above and beyond the minimum security strength provided by the relevant security category.  At a minimum, this should include a claimed classical security strength.

· The statement should address additional attack scenarios (perfect forward secrecy, side-channel attacks, resistance to multi-key attacks, misuse-resistance).

Security Strength Categories

1) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for key search on a block cipher with a 128-bit key (e.g. AES128) 


2) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for collision search on a 256-bit hash function (e.g. SHA256/ SHA3-256) 


3) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for key search on a block cipher with a 192-bit key (e.g. AES192)

4) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for collision search on a 384-bit hash function (e.g. SHA384/ SHA3-384) 


5) 
Any attack that breaks the relevant security definition must require computational resources comparable to or greater than those required for key search on a block cipher with a 256-bit key (e.g. AES 256)

____ Optical Media

____ Reference Implementation in ANSI C 

____ Include comments, and stress clarity

____ Fully demonstrate operation of the proposed algorithm


____ Adheres to the NIST API


____ Separate source code included for required KATs


____ provided in directory labeled: Reference_Implementation

____ Optimized Implementations in ANSI C with comments

____ Demonstrate performance

____ Fully demonstrate operation of the proposed algorithm


____ Adheres to the NIST API


____ Separate source code included for required KATs


____ provided in directory labeled: Optimized_Implementation

____ Known Answer Tests (as specified in 2.B.3)

____ Provided in directory labeled: KAT

____ If random values are used, the KAT should specify a fixed value 
for input

____ Separate KATs should be provided to test ALL the different 
aspects of the algorithm (e.g., key generation, encryption, decryption, 
sign, verify, etc)


____ Each KAT shall be submitted electronically in separate files, 


____ Each file should have a header listing 1) Algorithm name, 2) test 
name, 3) description of the test, and 4) other parameters


____ The header listing should be followed by a set of tuples clearly 
labeled (Plaintext, PublicKey, RandomBits, Ciphertext, etc)


____ A set of KATs shall be included for each security strength


____ If the execution produces intermediate results that are informative, 
the submitter shall include known answers for these intermediate values 
for each security strength


____ If tables are used in the algorithm, a set of KAT vectors shall be 
included to make use of the table entries

__X__ Supporting Documentation

_X___ copies of all written materials in PDF

__X__ contained in directory labeled: Supporting_Documentation

____ Additional Implementations (optional)

__X__ Directories on the Optical Media

· \README  (plain text file with brief description of the other files)

· \Reference Implementation


· \Optimized_Implementation

· \KAT

· \Supporting Documentation


· \Additional Implementation (optional)

__X__ Optical media is free of viruses
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